Client Viewpoint: “Investing for the Future”
Freeborn & Peters, on moving to the Intapp Cloud with Aurora North

Freeborn & Peters LLP is a full-service law firm with
international capabilities and offices in Chicago, Ill.;
New York, N.Y.; Richmond, Va.; Springfield, Ill.; and
Tampa, Fla.
Freeborn was one of the first firms to go live with

Intapp OnePlace for Risk — including Intapp Intake
and Conflicts — in the cloud. In addition, the firm uses
the cloud version of Intapp Time and Intapp Flow.
Robert Funk, financial systems manager at Freeborn,
shares his experience working with Aurora North in
moving to the Intapp Cloud.
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Robert Funk
Financial Systems Manager
Freeborn & Peters LLP

On Moving
to the Intapp Cloud
Robert
Funk:

VENDOR PERSPECTIVE

As a firm, our strategy has always been to invest

Intapp

in the latest and greatest technology, and we had
the full support of firm leadership, including our CFO
on this.
We always want to put our best foot forward with
clients, we want to make our systems accessible and
secure for our attorneys, and we want to help the
business grow.
It is also a selling point to be able to tell Freeborn’s
clients that we use the best technology available to
provide everything they need.
In 2016, we decided that we needed to upgrade our
legacy systems for conflicts and intake. We started

Laurent Dinard
Director of Product Management, Cloud

Intapp

looking more closely at Intapp because the cloud
versions available for Intake, Conflicts, Time and

“Freeborn was the first law firm to adopt Intapp OnePlace for

Flow were very compelling.

Risk in the cloud, and has since implemented other Intapp

We see many advantages with the cloud model: we
don’t have to manage servers on the back end, and
in the event of a disaster, this application would still
available for us.

see them expand their use of the platform across the client
lifecycle.

“The Freeborn IT and Finance teams are true trailblazers —

Whether a power outage occurs near us at the Willis
Tower, or a disruption related to COVID-19 happens,
we do not have to worry about keeping the lights on
and keeping the systems up and running.
Instead, we can focus on supporting our users who
are working remotely, and making sure that we as a
firm are maximizing the value that the applications
themselves have to offer.

Cloud products. From an Intapp point of view, we’re excited to

tech-savvy visionaries with a pragmatic approach to executing
in complex, real-world environments. They’re dedicated to
delivering a great experience to the lawyers they support and
the clients they serve.

“These projects benefitted tremendously from the contributions
of Aurora North as an implementation partner. They are very
knowledgeable about the Intapp Cloud and extremely agile and
responsive. Aurora North is an ideal consulting and services
partner for firms looking to execute projects swiftly and
smoothly.”
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Best of all, we know we always have the latest and

Initially I resisted, but within two weeks of getting

greatest technology since it is updated automatically.

some training, I was able to start connecting various

Intapp regularly pushes out scheduled updates that

pieces myself and was very happy and productive

add new functionality and deliver improvements.

with it.

With the Intapp Cloud, we’re giving our attorneys —

We have now used Intapp integration and workflow

and our clients — a critical edge. That’s important.

software to enable attorneys to push their time into
Aderant on demand, as needed, rather than having

On Selecting Intapp Intake, Conflicts & Flow

to wait for updates to run every two to three hours.
Another workflow we built with Aurora North is clos-

I led the initiative to upgrade Freeborn’s existing

ing clients and matters based on the date of the last

financial management system. As we were planning

time entry associated with specific client matters.

the upgrade, we determined that the conflicts and
new business intake system would no longer work
once we switched over.

On Selecting Intapp Time Cloud
In addition to upgrading the financial system, I led

In discussing various options with our IT leadership,

the process of selecting our new time entry system.

I suggested that we evaluate all the products in the

We considered using another application for time

market. After a thorough review, the team ultimately

recording, but one of the challenges was that its time

decided to replace our intake and conflicts systems

entry had a different look on mobile devices versus

with Intapp.

the desktop. It was also not in the cloud.

One of the key features is how forms work in Intapp

With Intapp Time, the user interface is the same no

Conflicts and Intake. We are able to easily configure

matter where you are — mobile or desktop. And it

our forms to help enforce compliance, so that we

is in the cloud.

are capturing all the client information the firm
needs up front.

Selecting the right time recording system can feel
like a high-stakes decision. Timekeeping is an area

We also like the flexibility and configurability of

where the attorneys have a lot of opinions. When

Intapp applications. And of course, Intapp OnePlace

new attorneys join the firm, they always ask, “What

for Risk is available in the cloud.

time entry system do you use?”

Freeborn had already been using Intapp Integrate

It feels good to be able to tell them that with Intapp

for several years, so we had prior experience with

Time Cloud, they will always have the newest features

both the company and the technology. IT was

with all the bells and whistles. It works on your phone

always suggesting that I use Intapp integration

and you can log in from anywhere and you do not

software for our financial systems.

need to be within the Citrix environment to use it.
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It captures a record of all your activity which you can

PARTNER PERSPECTIVE

edit at the end of the day, so you are always up to
date with recording time.

Aurora North

Soon after COVID-19 hit, we were able to roll out
Intapp Time Cloud. We created a training video to
walk everyone through how to use it, which you
could watch over and over if you needed to.
While we have not yet migrated everyone off our old
time entry system, the adoption of Intapp Time has
been good. Within the first few months, the majority
of the firm was using it.

Curtis Russell

On Choosing Aurora North
Aurora North delivered Intapp integration training for

Intapp Practice Lead

us early on which impressed us. They are smart and

Aurora North

they really understand the Intapp products.
During the training, they asked for ideas on problems

“Freeborn has a very strategic focus on ensuring that all

we wanted to solve with Intapp Flow. And boom, we

lawyers, from the managing partner to associates, have

were on our way to automating processes ourselves.

access to the latest and best technology. Michael O’Brien,

We really appreciate their focus on teaching us to run

Robert Funk and the team have done an outstanding job

with things on our own.

in positioning the firm to make the most of new features
available in Intapp OnePlace for Risk, Intapp Time and

We were also impressed by Aurora North’s ability to

Intapp Flow as they become available in the cloud.

pull in other experts from the team to respond to
specific questions and challenges we threw at them
along the way. The trainer would reach out to Curtis
Russell and other members of their Intapp practice to
jump in and help.

“Furthermore, we’re impressed with the workflows that
Freeborn has put in place using Intapp Flow — from
automating a matter closing process, to enabling lawyers
to push time spent on client work into the financial

Then, at the Intapp user conference in San Francisco,
we met with Aurora North, as well as other consultants, many of whom had smaller teams.

management system instantaneously. It speaks to the
flexibility and configurability of workflows using Intapp,
as well as the creativity and resourcefulness of the
Freeborn IT, Finance and Operations teams.”
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We generally prefer to work with consultants who are

and our interests with Intapp if there is something

more than just a one-person shop. We try to choose

that needs to change in a product or the platform.

consultants that have a lot of depth and knowledge,
and a deep bench. Most of all, we need to have the

With Aurora North, we know they will always get the

assurance that if our firm has a problem, someone

job done. As one of the first firms in the Intapp

will be there to solve it.

Cloud, we encountered several unexpected issues.
Curt and the team always mobilized the right re-

With Aurora North, we had the confidence that they

sources to solve these issues. Sometimes that just

have the knowledge and resources to get things

meant getting the right technical experts from his

done effectively with Intapp.

team involved to share their knowledge of master
data management. Other times, it meant getting the

On Working with Aurora North

Intapp product development team on our calls, so we
could provide direct feedback about the product.

I highly recommend Aurora North as an Intapp services partner. We have now worked on numerous

One of the best qualities of Aurora North is that the

projects with different people across the Aurora

team is always sharing what they learn with us.

North team, and have always had a great experience.

They’re also able to share their knowledge on best
practices based on all the work they have done with

We are not shy about pushing and challenging

other firms.

consultants, so that is saying something. I’m
notorious for asking crazy questions like, “Why

Intapp is regularly updating the functionality of its

can’t this work over here? Can we try X or Y?”

Cloud applications and we know we can count on the
Aurora North team to make sure we are taking full

Aurora North is always willing to consider different

advantage of the latest and greatest features and all

approaches. They will change or modify designs if it

the capabilities the platform has to offer.

makes sense. And, they effectively advocate for us

About Aurora North
We implement anything and everything Intapp, intelligently. We’re the largest, most experienced Intapp services
provider, certified to work across their entire product line. You’ve made a big investment in the promise of new
software. We’re the team that will enable you to achieve real ROI in practice.
Our seasoned team, deep experience and proven methodology bring tremendous benefit to our clients. We
don’t need to re-invent the wheel from scratch for you; we have a warehouse of wheels built over the past 15
years. We understand your existing IT infrastructure, applications and data — and how those tie together with
the operational workings of your firm. Complexity and challenge don’t scare us; just the opposite.
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